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iHope Series Ventilator



iHope series is new state of art design in critical care ventilation industries from resvent. With 

unique turbine driven technology, using and maintaining become to more accessible in your daily 

work. Compact and performing design can maximize your confidence throughout hospital. From 

ER to sub-acute ward, from ICU to pneumology department,  iHope is delivering the versatile 

performance at all time.

Advisedly design on 
iHope series for all 
critical juncture

iHope RV Series
Versatile specialist in hospital 

iHope RS Series
Super specialist in NIV 



Versatile

NIV & Superior

iHope Series, redefine iHope Series, redefine iHope Series, redefine 

iHope RS  
No.1 NIV ventilator world wide without compromise in invasive ventilation. 

iHope RV  
Most performing versatile ventilator in hospital. 

·Touching screen integrated with navigation 

    knob meets all type of user’ s habits.

·Multi-function pillar can be mounted with 

    humidifier, advanced modules easily.

·Double handrail design in front and back 

    of trolley brings a real convenience 

    while using.

Touch

Versatile

Convenient



Apart from VCV, PCV, PSV, SIMV, Bi-level, etc. frequent 

using modes, APRV, PRVC, NIV are also available for 

further demanding.

With tide volume from 2-2000 ml, iHope series is suitable 

for all type of patient from neonatal to adult.

4 channel waveforms, loop referring and up to 35 

parameters monitoring offer a overall perspective of the 

patient. 

Fulfill demands in all 
critical moment

Comprehensive modes

Extensive monitoring

All patient categories

iHope series offers O2 therapy as standard configuration, 

which make you a more cost-effective ownership.
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A ventilator can be named as a mobile ICU, should carry the specialty to meet all the acute demands in all critical 

juncture. Up to 250L/min peak flow on iHope RS series liberates its power on NIV, which can work on invasive 

ventilation also. Compact design of iHope RV series ensure its premium outcoming in all circumstances.

Advanced



Intuitive

With mass being in ICU, giving a mechanical 

ventilation takes lots of attention. iHope series 

intuitive UI, supported by high resolution 

touching screen, makes operating on ventilator to 

be smooth & easy, just like with your smart 

phone.

Thoughtful design can be located anywhere on 

iHope series ventilator. One hand operating on 

autoclavable valves, double handrail design and 

multi-function pillar can maximize your daily 

convenience.

Convenient

Think what you are thinking while staying with 

your powerful assistant is the continuous 

pursuing of us. Visual guidance during 

calibration, self-testing and functional setting 

simplify the workflow for the maximum.

Accessable

Think with the 
liberating mindset

Ease your daily workEase your daily workEase your daily work

As a life saving product, iHope series critical care ventilator has been designed and 

produced followed by the highest standard. From the initial designing, R&D 

developing, manufacturing, testing and even after sales servicing, an ISO-13485 

has been followed strictly to ensure the reliable, durable and safe are available on 

each iHope ventilator.

Thoughtful



Million times on core parts

To make critical care ventilator to be preforming and sustainable, core parts have to be 

selected strictly from top level suppliers world wide, which possesses millions life time 

to meet the most acute environment.

Dual backup within system design

As the most important and critical life saving product, iHope series ICU ventilator has 

been designed with independent dual backup systems to ensure the safety, even when 

one subsystem gets to fault.

Each unit of iHope ventilator, before being delivered to the hands of customer, a fatigue 

testing has to be implemented to ensure it is within its best performance. 

Robustness test for each unit

Link to the iMatrix system & obtain
overall perspective

Access cloud

For COPD patient, struggling with disease is a long term 

campaign, even as long as several decades. iMatrix cloud based 

system has been developed by resvent, which can be used in 

managing the patients’ data from in-hospital and home both, with 

proper data integration. 

Premium platform Smart

Reliable

maximize your confidence maximize your confidence maximize your confidence 

Link to the iMatrix 
system & obtain

overall perspectiveoverall perspectiveoverall perspective
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